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Free convection in enclosed air spaces is often of 
prime importance in the desicn and analysis of panels 
utilizing the insulatin~ properties of air and other 
gases. Previous investigations were perfonncd on very 
thin air layers. 
This thesi.s presents the results of an experimental 
ir:..vestigation to determine the heat trans!t'r by convcc-· 
tion and conduction through Bir layers \'lith r('laiive 
eizcs in terms of length/dianeter ratios of one--.fourth 
to one. 
Eight cylindrical sample.:: ~·ere tested. Fouc ha.d 
ins ide diarne ters o .f 2. 0 inches, and the o t.h ers "\ve:r·e 2. ~/ 5 
inches in diameter. Heat was tra.asfc rred ac rc s ~~ the air 
layers by both conduct ion and .frc e convect ion \-:.:.. th the 
ax i ~· o .f th e c y ll n d r i cal en c 1 o sure in t h e vert i c <1.1 d i r c c ... 
tion, and the hC'atr-d su.rrac·c bclo\o/. 
Air at atmospheric prcsE-u:'e was used as the can-.:cctin.:; 
fluid in each sample. 
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Symbol Physical Quantity Units 
a Subscript denoting air 
AA Cross-sectionai area of air layers sq ft 
As Cross-sectional area of steel rods sq ft 
cp Specific heat at constant pressure Btu/lb - °F 
D Inside diameter of air space ft 
g Gravitational acceleration :ft/hr2 
Gr Grashof number (pgLJAT/v2) dimensionless 
k Thermal conductivity Btu/hr ft 2°F 




Nussclt number (hL/k) 
"\ 
Prandtl number Ytcp/k) 
Total heat flux 
Heat :flux of' air by conduction 
only 
Heat flux of air by conduction 
and convection; equals 
QA - QVAC 
Heat flux by conduction and 
radiation in test sample 
Rayleigh number (GrxPr) 
Temperature on cold side of air 
chamber (T5 ) 
Temperature on hot side of air 
chamber (T4) 








Symbol Physical Quantity 
T/C Abbreviation for thermocouple 
Temperature difference 





mission o:f air 
Distance between T/C's in conduc-
tion rods 
Thermal dif:fusivity 
Thermal coefficient of cubical 
expansion 
·Density o.f air 
Kinematic viscosity 
Dynamic viscosity 
Small __ Area, Low Temp. 
Small Area, High Temp. 
Large Area, Low Temp. 











With the growing use of porous materials and honey-
comb structures in building panels more information on 
their thermal properties is desirable. Thu3 free con-
vection in enclosed air spaces becomes of importance 
in the design and analysis of insulating panels. Since 
the thermal conductivity of air is very low (k = .0156 
Btu/hr °F ft at 14.7 psia. and 60°F) it is an excell-ent 
insulator as long as free convection currents are small. 
For panels with the solid material having a low value of 
thermal conductivity, the convective heat transfer du~ to 
the air in the voids may have considerable influence on 
the overall coefficient o:f thermal transmission {'U). 
Once convective currents appear, a significant increase 
occurs in the amount of heat transferred. 
The point at 1-1hich the initial motion o.f a :fluid 
occ-:..trs is therefore an important parameter i:f the 
heat transfer characteristics are to be accurately pre-
dicted. Much work has been done in the past, both 
theoretical and experimental, in an effort to predict 
when convection supplements conduction in an enclosed 
air space. However, all previous investigations were 
perf'ormed using very thin air layers, which made the 
side effects of the enclosure insignificant. 
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This lack of information on the heat transfer 
characteristics of enclosed air spaces with relatively 
large L/D ratios has prompted this investigation. 
When an air layer is heated from below, the air 
near the warm surface becomes less dense, and would appear 
to be in an unstable condition since the warmer fluid 
would tend to rise because of the buoyant forces. This 
would give rise to convective currents with a resultant 
increase .in heat transfer. However, this is not always 
true. It has been found from previous study that the 
onset of instability is a function of many variables, 
such as temperature gradient, viscosity of the fluid, 
ntothod o:f heating (evenly or unevenly distributed), and 
geometric factors which a:ffect the :flol'r patterns. 
The first observations recorded on convective currents 
were made by Thomson (16)* in 1881. The fluid was soapy 
water covering a leveled metallic plate. The plate was 
m.aintaincd at a constant uniform temperature, with the 
soap film being cooled by the ambient air. In 1901 Denard 
(1), when using other substances noticed that when con-
vection occurred, it did so in a regular pattern of 
hexagonal design. The warmer fluid rose at the center, 
and descended at the sides of the hexagons. This peculiar 
*Denotes References listed in the Bibliography. 
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pattern became known as the "Cells of Benard,~' and prompted 
the following investigators into theoretically examining 
this instability. 
Lord Rayleigh (11) in 1916 made an attempt to explain 
theoretically the observations of Benard. He found that 
when the fluid was completely inviscid and heated from 
below the fluid was completely unstable for all conditions~ 
But, when the effects of viscosity as well as conduction 
were included, the instability would not occur if the 
coefficients o1 viscosity and thermal conductivity were 
relatively large. 
Benard presumed that when thermal instability occurred, 
the hexagonal cells were present through.out the convecting 
fluid. In his theoretical investigation, Lord Rayleigh, 
could not find any predictable pattern to mark the onset 
of instability, and a square pattern seemed as likely 
to f'orm. 
The equation for the onset or instability as predicted 
by Lord Rayleigh was: 
where f 1 and f? are the densities at the hot and cold 
sides respectively, (k) the thermal di:ff"'usivity, (-r}) the 
viscosity, and (L) the length or depth of the fluid layer 
in the direction of' the heat flow. This equation shows 
the tremendous influence of the length of the air space 
in relation to the other variable~. 
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Some explanations of' why certain cellular patterns 
occur "rhen thermal instability develops have been pre-
sented by various authors. One of these, Block (2), 
attributes "Benard Cells" to the tension in the surface 
of the fluid. This surface tension was due to the temp-
erature gradients in the exposed layer. Another analysis 
was by Stuart (14), who studied the effect of the density 
variation combined with the surface tension in the :fluid. 
Palm and ¢iann (9) also conclude that the effect of' the 
variation of kinematic viscosity with temperature is a 
most important consideration as regards the final form 
of the cellular motion in thermal convection. 
In an extension of the work of" Lord Rayleieh, Jeffreys 
(6) shows that for a fluid contained between two rigid 
conducting boundaries heated .from below, the criterion 
for occurrence of instability is: 
where the termn !1ave the same meaning as in the previous 
equation. A thorough investigation of' these relations 
:for the onset of instability as given by Rayleigh's and 
Jeffrey's equation, was performed by Ch~ndra (3). In 
his investigation he used various air l~yer thicknesses 
with different temperature gradients. 
It was found that no motion occurred in the chamber 
unless the temperature difference exceeds a critical value, 
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vhich varied largely with the depth o.f the chamber. The 
depth of the air spaces used by Chandra varied from 16 
to 4 mm. For thicknesses down to 7 ~n instability 
occurred at values in close agreement to those predicted 
by Jeffrey's equation. Therefore, it would seem reason-
able to conclude that in this investigation convective 
currents were present in all the test chambers. 
R. J. Schmidt and 0. A. Saunders (12) also conducted 
an investigation on a horizontal layer of fluid initially 
at rest, and heated from below. Their results were in 
good agreement with Jeffreys, and showed that convective 
motion in the fluid began at a critical Rayleigh .number 
of 1700, and ltlas wholly turbulent at a Rayleigh number 
of 45,000. These values were for water. It was also 
found that the rate of increase of heat transfer was greater 
in the transition .from no motion to cellular motion than 
f'or the chnnge to complete turbulence. 
These three types o.f .flo'~ regimes in the fluid have 
been described as 1) no motion, but stratified layers 
of the fluid are formed with the more dense air at the 
cold side of the container with heat transfer by con-
duction through the fluid, 2) cellular motion which occurs 
at approximately a critical Rayleigh number of' 1700 with 
convection adding significantly to the heat transfer. 
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and J) completely turbulent motion at a Rayleigh number 
of 45,000 and larger. 
Jal{.ob ( 5), in 1946, presented his evaluation o:f the 
experimental results of Mull and Reiher (5). From their 
results he concluded that there existed two separate 
flow regimes: an initial laminar region, where cellular 
motions occur, and a wholly turbulent region. In these 
two regions the heat flow by free convection for hori-
zontal layers can be represented by the relations: 
Nu -· 0.068 Gr l/3when Gr>5 x 105, 
Nu = 0.195 Gr l/4when Gr~5 x 105, 
Nu ___._ 1 when Gr-e-0. 
Similar results were found by Van der Held (4) for 
convective heat transfer when heating an air space from 
below: 
Nu- 0.046) (Gr) 0 •J6 when 2.5 x lO~Gr<lO?, 
Nu: 0.0661 (Gr)O.J6 when 2.5 x 10~Gr<6 x 104, 
Nu = 1 when Gr< 10J. 
Later De Graaf and Van der Held made f'urther investigations 
to extend the results to Grashof numbers not contained in 
the above ranges. 
In the turbulent region, these relations by Jakob ru1d 
Van der Held, are very similar except for the coefficients. 
As was suggested by Jakob (5) these coefficients could be 
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greatly influenced by the edge ef'f'ects of' the test chambers, 
and could have a significant effect on the heat transfer 
rates. 
The investigations conducted by ?-lull and Reiher, Van 
der Held, and later De Graaf and Van der Held, are very 
similar to each other in method and utilized very small 
or thin horizontal air spaces, thereby eliminating the 
possible side ef'fects of the test chamber. As su~.::Gested 
by the theoretical investigations o:f Lord Rayleigh (11), 
Jeffreys (7), and Low (8) the boundary conditions have 
an ei'·fect on the critical values of Rayleigh number. 
Critical value means that value above ~1ich convective 
motion occurs. These critical values of Rayleigh number 
are: 1) two rigid boundaries at two different constant 
teuperatures with free slip, 651; 2) one surface o.f no 
slip and one surface of free slip, with the same tempera-
ture conditions, 1108; J) two rieid boundaries with no 
slip and constant different temperatures, 1704.4. These 
critical numbers show the influence of the bounding sur-
faces on the fluid transferring heat. Most of the 
investigations carried out have used two bounding surfaces 
and have predicted the beginning of convective currents 
in the fluid at a Rayleigh number of 1700 (approximately}. 
These investigations therefore appear to validate the 
abcve theoretical work. The critical value of 1704 ror 
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the two rigid boundaries was approximately true for this 
investigation also. 
It seems then that the more viscid the fluid, and 
the more boundaries to retard the convective motion in 
the fluid, the higher the critical Rayleigh number would 
be before convection occurs (i.e. convection in the lower 
range of cellular motion, which is the departure from 
pure conduction in the fluid). A second transition 
(from cellular to turbulent motion) has also been ob-
served to occur, at approximately a Rayleigh number of 
45,000, by both Schmidt and Saunders (12) and Van der Held 
and DeGraaf (4), for thin horizontal air layers. I.f 
retardation of this second transition occurred becru1se 
of larger boundary effects, the enclosed air space 
would be a more effective insulator over a wider range 
of conditions. The objective of the present investigation 
was to determine the side wall effects of the enclosures on 
the :fluid, and a method of predicting heat tra.ns.fer 
characteristics for enclosures with large length to 
diameter ratios·. 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
The purpose of the apparatus was to provide a method 
of measuring the heat transfer through enclosed air spaces 
with various length to diameter ratios. The equipment 
setup is shown in Figures (1) and (2). An electrical 
resistance heater was placed at the bottom of the in-
sulation container as the heat source. Two solid steel 
cylinders with the test chamber between them were then 
placed vertically on the heat source. The upper steel 
rod with three radial outlets and one axial inlet had 
water from an ice bath circulated through it, and provided 
a constant temperature heat sink. To reduce the radial 
losses :from the test chamber, the container was then 
loosely .f'illed with a granulated insulation (Zonolite). 
!.£st Chambers 
For this investigation, eight test chan1bers were 
used. Ench was constructed or cylindrical lengths of 
plexiglass tubing capped on each end by uluminum disks. 
Four of the test chambers had an inside diameter o:f 2.0 
inches, with lengths (inside heights) of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 
and 2.0 inches. The remaining four test chambers had an 
inside diameter of 2.75 inches, and the lengths of plexi-
glass tubing were 0.6875, 1.375, 2.0625, and 2.75 inches. 
Fig. 1 COMPLETE VIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL 
APPARATUS SHOWING TEST SAMPLE 
INSULATION CONTAINER IN CENTER 
OF PICTURE PLUS AUXILIARY 
EQUIPMENT 
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Each aluminum disk, which was 5/16" thick and equal 
to the outside diameter of the respective plexiglass 
cylinders, was fastened to the ends of the plexiglass 
with a high temperature epoxy. Each aluminum cap had 
radial holes drilled to depths of 1/J the radius, 2/J 
the radius, and equal to the radius of the caps. Thermo-
couples were placed in these holes, and by hooking the 
thermocouples of each cap in parallel, average temperatures 
were obtained for the hot (T4) and cold (T5) sides. 
A detailed drawing of test chamber 1 is shown in 
Figure J. The eight specimens are shown in Figure 4. 
Heat Sou:.~ce 
........ - ........... ·---·-....--
The hea.t source \'las an electrical resistance heating 
element which was held in position by a base plat~ 
mounted on the four vertical rods in the center o~ the 
insulation container as sho\.,rn in Figure 5. 
The input to the heating clement was controlled by 
a SCR power supply with a set point controller. The 
sensing thermocouple for the controller was located in 
the heating rod, one-half inch from the aluminum base 
plate, which was placed in between the heating element 
and heating rod. 
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D~; L.L ){ 
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Fig. 4 VIEW OF ALL TEST SAMPLES 
WITH VACUUM TRANSDUCER IN 
SAMPLE NO • 5 • . 
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Fig. 5 VIEW OF SAMPLE INSTALLED 
IN INSULATION CONTAINER 
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The purpose of the aluminum disk was to support the 
heating rod in a stable position. The sensing thermo-
couple £or the automatic power input was located as close 
as possible to the electrical heater to provide a quicker 
response time; thereby providing a more nearly uniform 
temperature distribution throughout the steel heating rod. 
Heat Sink 
An ice bath was used as the heat sink. The water 
:from the ice bath \'las circulated through tygon tubing to 
the cooling rod by a small electrical motor. This cir-
culating of the cooling water kept the ice bath at a 
constant temperature throughout each experimental run. 
It also controlled the temperature of the heat sink at 
a nearly constant value of J8°F. 
Heat F lol'r ~leasurement 
The heat flo\~ measurement was accomplished by spacing 
groups of three thermocouples one inch apart in the heat-
ing and cooling rods on either side of the test chamber. 
Details of these rods and the thermocouple installation 
are shot·ln in Figures 6 and 7. 
There were two diameters of heating-cooling rods to 
match the diameters of the respective test chambers. All 
1-lEATI NG HOD 
<.LOVJ Cf\RJOJ~ STEEL) 
-fr-- __ l 
/ 
-1 ... , ttc· r:' Fo--~ --·r-l :-t' CC :-.•·---nr, '/C r, )Lc. ... I t.r,,r. H\: I i~0-
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.· 
II Vo P 1 P2 THDS. 
VJ t--. .Tl=:fi CU .. 1"L E T 
CTYf~ 3 PL/\C~S) 
Fig. 6 DETAILED VIE\{ OF THER~10COUPLE 
INSTALLATION IN HEATI~G A~lJ 
COOLING RODS 
Fig. 7 HEATING AND CONDUCTING RODS 




rods were five inches long with three groups (three per 
group) of thermocouples in each. All thermocouples were 
connected in parallel, thus yielding an average tempera-
-ture at each position. The three thermocouples in each 
group are along radials of the rods at 1/J the radius, 
2/J the radius, and equal to the radius. 
The conducting rods were made of 1.5~ carbon steel 
with a thermal conductivity (k) of 25 Btu/hr-ft°F over 
a temperature range of J20F to 212°F (16). Using the 
thermal conductivity and the measured temperature e:radi.ent., 
the heat flow through the test chamber was calculated f"rom 
F'ourier• s steady state-one-dimensional equation .. 
The vacuum system consisted of' a mechanical fort'~-pump 
\fi th an oil diff'usion pump, and a thermocouple vacuum gage. 
The thermocouple gauce was attached directly to the test 
cha~ilier. All joints and connections were coated with 
Glyptal, and further sealed with an electrical compound 
(Dux-... seal). 
A pressure of 10-Jmm Hg (absolute) was required before 




A precision potentiometer was used to measure the 
thermocouple outputs, and a calibrated recorder monitored 
the continuous output of thermocouple group No. 1 for 
the determination of steady state conditions. 
To circulate the cooling water a small electrical 
pump ~ra.s submerged in the ice bath, and connected to the 
cooline rod by tygon tubing. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The eight test chambers provided a range of Rayl~igh 
numbers from 1 x 104 to 4 X-106 • To increase the number 
of' data points each chamber was tested at a low and high 
temperature of approximately 180°:£4' and 210°F, respectively. 
This gave a total of sixteen data points. The experi-
mental procedure used to obtain the data is as follows: 
The ice bath was filled and the small motor used 
for circulating this water :from the ice bath to 
the cooling rod and return was started. The 
controller which regulated the power input to the 
resistance heater was adjusted and set on automatic 
control. Once the proper temperature was reached 
in the steel heating rod the input power was re-
duced automatically to a level which maintained 
these temperatures at constant values. 
There were eight test chambers; four o~ which had 
an inside diameter of 2.0 inches, and the others 
had an inside diameter of 2.75 inches. The 
:first chamber was 0.5 inches in length (L), and 
had an inside diameter of 2.0 inches. After the 
chamber was placed between the heating and cooling 
rods, the thermocouples and vacuum line were 
connected. Insulation (Zonolite) lvas then poured 
into the container completely surrounding the 
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heating and cooling rods and the test chamber. 
This was to r~duce the radia.l losses in the system. 
When the recorder indicated that the temperatures 
had reached their steady state values, the temp-
eratures were recorded for all eight positions. 
A precision potentiometer was used for recording 
the average emfs at each thermocouple position. 
It normally required two to three hours for 
equilibrium to be reached when either the set 
point 'Was changed or the chamber pressure was 
lowered from atmospheric pressure to 10 microns. 
Having recorded the steady state temperature for 
atmospheric pressure in the chamber, the vacuum 
pump was started. This resulted in a vacuum 
reading of' lo-3mm Hg in about an hour, howp.ver, 
an additional hour and one-half was needed to in-
sure that steady state conditions were actually 
achieved. These temperatures were then recorded, 
and the set point unit was adjusted to the 
higher temperature level. Air was allowed to enter 
the chamber until atmospheric pressure was reached. 
At this higher temperature level the steady state 
temperatures were again recorded for atmospheric 
and vacuum conditions. This concluded the testing 
of test chamber 1. 
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The testing o.f the remaining seven chambers 
.followed the s<:une procedure as above. The one 
change in the test apparatus was the use o.f 
heating and cooling rods o.f the same diameter 
as the last .four larger test chambers. 
All tabulated experimental data have been presented 
in the appendix in Tables III through X. The thermo-
couple emfs have been converted to temperatures (°F) 
via iron-constantan T/C tables with a 32°F reference 
temperature. 
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
According to the theory of similarity the heat 
transfer by free convection can be expressed by the re-
lation 
Nu = f ( Gr, Pr, L/D, B/D) , 
where the L/D ratio is the horizontal air layer height 
to the diameter, and the B/D is the vertical air layer 
thickness to the diameter. 
In this analysis the Nusselt number is defined as 
Nu = UL, 
k 
where (u) is the overall conductance which includes the 
effects of convection and conduction; (L) is the length 
of the air layers, or the inside length of the test chamber. 
The Grashof number (Gr) is defined by the expression 
where (~ ) is the thermal coefficient of' expansion. If air 
is considered to be an ideal gas, ~ is equal to the reciprocal 
of the average absolute temperature in degrees Rankine. 
The temperature drop across the air (in the direction of 
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With the thermal conductivity (k) of the steel 
cooling rod and the spacing of the thermocouple groups 
known, Fouriers'one-dimensional steady state law was 




The first heat flux determined (QA) included the 
combined effects of' conduction through the plexiglass 
sample and the air plus convection and radiation acr-oss 
the air space. After a vacuum was achieved in the test 
chamber the measured heat flux (QvAc) included only that 
heat transferred by radiation between the faces of' the 
sample, and conduction in the side walls of the cylinder. 
The net heat transferred, or that due only to conduction 
and convection in the air was obtained as the dirference 
of these t\\"O quanti ties. 
When the air is conducting only, it is acting as a 




with the heat transfer given by 
---.....J ....... Q 
All properties of the enclosed air were evaluated 
at the mean temperature of the enclosed air sample. 
The temperature difference (TH - Tc) changed slightly 
when the air was evacuated. To obtain heat fluxes com-
parable to those with atmospheric pressure in the air 
space, the vacuum heat fluxes (QvAc) were corrected in 
the manner below, 
wherc~Ta is the atmospheric temperature difference, and 
ATv is the vacuum temperature difference at the same con-
ditions. Only the corrected vacuum heat fluxes are p:re-
sented in the tabulated results. 
From the measured net heat flux values an overall 
heat transfer coefficient (u) was calculated from the 
relation 
'fhe Grashof number was calculated .for each of the 
sixteen data points, and since the Prandtl number for 
air varied slightly with the temperature, the Rayleigh 
number was calculated and used as t~e abscissa in the 
presentation of the experimental results. 
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Gr : i gATL3 /p2, 
Ra - Gr x Pr, 
or Ra = 
From the Grashof numbers calculated above, the theo-
retical Nusselt numbers were calculated from the appropriate 
relations of Van dcr Held. 
The results of these calculations are given in Tables 
I and IIo 
TABLE I 
TABULATED RESULTS (Low Temp Data) 
Quantity Chamber Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
L( in.) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.6875 1.375 2.063 2.75 
L/D .25 • 50 
-75 1.0 .25 .so .75 1.0 
QA (Btu) (~ft2 ) 14.47 10.84 8.69 7.161 25.33 19.85 16.77 14.29 
QVAC ~Btu) , hr ft~} 10.43 7.70 5.86 4.56 22.18 11.17 10.10 10.91 
Qcc ~Btu) 
hr rt2 ) 4.04 J.l4 2.8J 2.60 3.15 8.68 6.67 3.38 
Q (Btu} 
(l1r rt 2 ) 1.15 • 58 .40 .JO 1.62 .83 .56 .4J 
TH-TC (OF) 137-73 141.07 14 5.10 143.07 141.00 144.37 146.74 149.85 
TM (OF) 109.7 110.38 111.98 110.08 111.23 112.42 11J.80 112. 98' 
h ~ Btu ~ 
Hr-t•t 2 -°F 
1.924 1.656 1.536 1.468 • 526 2.638 2.016 .956 
U ~ Btu ~ 1.34 1.02 .895 .8JO • 54 1.46 1.10 .55 
Hr-rt2-°F 1\J OJ 
Nu (experimental) J.52 5.J4 7.04 8.70 1.95 10.47 11.85 7.85 
Nu (From prior 2.19 4.66 .5.09 6. 9.5 3.10 4.62 7.18 9.89 
Relations} 
TABLE T (CONT'D) 
TABULATED RESULTS (Low Temp Data) 
Quantity Chaml;>er Number 
1 2 3 4 5 
Gr(X1o-4) 1.67 1).64 46.84 111.2 4.40 
Ra(Xlo-4 ) 1.18 9.61 32.99 78.37 3.10 
L (in.) o .. 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.6875 














TABULATED RESULTS .(High Temp Data) 
Quantity Chamber Number 
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 
L{in) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.6~75 l.J75 2.06J 2.75 
L/D .25 .so 
-75 1.0 .25 .so .75 1.0 
QA (Btu) 2 15.85 1~.68 10.J.3 (hr ft ) 
9.20 30.80 19.51 17.11 17.11 
QVAC ~Btu) , 
hr ft 2 ) 
14.19 8.59 7.22 6.60 24.68 13.19 11.74 10.21 
Qcc ~Btu) 2 1.66 4.09 3.11 2.60 6.13 6.32 ·5. 37 6.90 
hr ft ) 
Q (Btu) 1.41 .72 .48 .36 1.98 1.00 .68 .51 
c (hr rt 2) 
TH-TC (OF) 166.27 168.90 171.40 172.37 169.40 171.46 173-57 173.53 
TM (OF) 125.64 124.82 126.03 125.42 127.17 126.40 126.88 126.04 
h ~ Btu ~ .126 1 .. 852 1.404 1.188 1.188 1.504 1.312 1.786 
Hr-f't"--0 1•' 
U ~ Btu ~ .457 1.110 .832 .691 .877 .894 -750 .964 \....) Hr-.rt2-°F 0 
Nu (Experimental) 1.17 s. 'i'l 6.41 7.11 3.09 6.31 7.94 1~.62 
Nu (From Prior 2.25 4.80 5. :?.2 7.15 3.19 4.75 7.J8 10.09 
Relations) 
TABLE II (CONT'D) 
TABULATED RESULTS (High Temp. Data} 
Quantity Chatn'ber Number 
1 2 J 4 5 
Gr(Xlo-4 ) 1.81 14.78 50.14 120.10 4.73 
Ra(X1o-4 ) 1.27 10.38 35.22 84.35 ).32 
L (in.) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.6875 


















DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Figures 8 and 9 show the variation of net heat flux 
(Qcc), and Qc with test sample length. These graphs 
definitely show the contribution of free convection upon 
the total heat transferred by the air. The percentage 
of convection also increases with length o.f the air 
layers, thereby showing the increased turbulence within 
the air for larger Grashof numbers. The data for small 
and large areas have been presented separately :for 
greater clarity. 
It is also noteworthy that the decrease of conduction 
in the air with the incremental change in length follows 
precisely the expected pattern. This would tend to verify 
the repeatability of the thermocouple readings. 
In Figure 10 the relationship of' the overall con-
ductance (U) to the Rayleigh number has been plotted. 
These values of (U) indicate that there is considerably 
more heat transferred across the air layers by conduct-
ion and convection than that due to conduction alone. 
Normally, an increase in length of the air layers would 
increase the thermal resistance, with a corresponding 
reduction in conductive heat transfer. However, as shown 
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wore than offset by the increased convection, as the 
Rayleigh number increases. 
As stated in the introduction, previous investigations 
showed that the Rayleigh number of 5 x 104 separates the 
cellular and turbulent convection regions. The investi-
ga tions of r.lull and Reiher et al agreed, within experi-
mental accuracy, with the values predicted by Lord Rayleigh 
and Jeffreys. Their relations included the effects of 
kinematic viscosity of the convecting fluid. With larger 
length to diameter ratios it seems reasonable to assume 
that the transition regions between laminar to cellular 
to turbulent motion would occur at larger Rayleigh numbers. 
The data plotted in Figures 11, 12, and lJ seem to 
exhibit this translation of the transition region toward 
larger Rayleigh numbers. Presented a.long \'Ji th the 
Experimental Nusselt numbers is the empirical equation of 
Vander Held, and a comparison of the data clearly shows 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the results of this investigation several con-
clusions can be made. They are: 
1) The heat transferred by enclosed air spaces 
is much larger than that which is conducted by 
the air. This added heat flo\t is a result of 
the free convection currents in the air. 
2) The free convection contribution increases 
with extension of the air layer thickness into the 
turbulent range. Also, the total heat transfer 
increases with the larger L/D ratio, which indicates 
that the convection contribution more than offsets 
the ef'fect of increasing thermal resistance. 
:3) The Nusselt number as a function of Grashof 
number has higher values than those predicted by 
other investigators, however their work was 
concerned \\•ith enclosures which had smaller L/D 
ratios. 
These higher values would arise because of the viscous 
e£fects of tl1e convecting £luid, and its interactions with 
the bounding surfaces. 
4) Extension of this investigation should be directed 
toward the use of fluids with a range of ki ncma ~.ic 
viscosities. This would provide for variation 
in the Grashof and Hayleigh numbers without 
changing the sample length. Several fluids 
which would provide a suitable range of Rayleigh 
numbers are: Helium, Nitrogen, Carbon Dioxide, 
Ammonia, and Air. If this procedure is used it 
would be possible to determine if the viscous 
effects and surface interactions which are present 
have a measureable effect upon the heat transfer 
in enclosures with large L/D ratios. 
In Benard's original experiments using very small L/D 
ratios, there were many hexagonal convective cells preseut 
whose approximate diameters were equal to twice the plate 
separation. If this pattern persisted everJ. :for larger 
l../D ratios, there could not be a ptr.:;ly cellular. con-
vective motion once the length is equal to one-half the 
plate separation. This would mean that the previous 
relations relatine Nusselt and Grashof' numbers are true 
only for L/D ratios \there the L must be less than or 
equal to some equivalent half diameter. By utilizing the 
various fluids suggested this possibility could be thoroughly 
jnvestigated. 
5) Before further testing is performed, a means 
must be devised to minimize the radial heating losses 
in the cooling and heating rods. If this can be done 
the heat transfer could be determined on either 
side of the test sample, and then the difference 
would represent those losses from the air enclosure. 
This would give the absolute amount of heat trans-
~erred by the air above. When these losses are 
minimized to negligible values, this experimental 
procedure could yield very beneficial results. 
These could then be used in the determination of 
convective heat transfer, and its characteristics, 
in the design of insulating panels utilizing the 
high thermal resistance of air. 
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TABLES III THROUGH X 
TABLE III 
EXPERD1EN'l'AL DATA" 
TEST SAMPLE NO. 1: Length = 0.5 inches; Inside Dia!lleter = 2.0 inches 
Thermocouple Group No. 
PRESSURE/TEMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Atm./low 183.97 18lo90 .180.47 178.53 40.80 .39o00 .37 01.3 . .36.17 
Vac/low 18Jo9J 182.1.3 180.97 179.40 J9.67 37.87 J6.5J .35.80 
Atmo/high 214.93 212.47 210.80 208.77 42.50 40.50 38.70 37.40 





TEST S.Al~LE NO. 2: Length = 1.0 inches; Inside Diameter • 2.0 inches 
Thermocouple Group Noo 
PRESSURE/TEMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Atm./Low 185e~OO 18)o4) 182o20 180o87 39.80 )8.2.5 
Vac/low 184o87 l.8J.60 182.60 181o57 J8.JO J7o20 
Atmo/high 214o2) 212c-.33 210o83 209.27 40o'J7 3Bo95 















TEST SAMPLE NO. 3: Length = lo5 inches; Inside Diameter = 2.0 inches 
Thermocouple Group Noo 
PRESSURE/TEMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Atm./low 188o8J 187 • .30 186o)O 184o5) 39.4) 'J7o77 
Vac/low 189o47 J.88o20 187o)J 186oOJ J7o87 J6o90 
Atm./high 217o0J 215o20 213o8J 2llo7'J 40o'JJ J8o75 















TEST SJ~LE NO. 4: Length = 2o0 inches; Inside Diameter • 2o0 inches 
Thermocouple Group No. 
PRESSURE/TEMP 1 2 J 4 5 6 
Atmo/low 185o67 183.87 18).00 181.87 J8.JO J7oJJ 
Vac/1ow 185o00 J_82 0 37 182o30 181.60 36o70 36.17 
Atmo/hieh 216.60 214o37 21Jo10 211.60 J9o23 'J7o87 















TEST SftjWLE NO. 5: Length = Oo6875 inches; Inside Diameter = 2o0 inches 
Thermocouple Group Noo 
PRESSURE/TE~fP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Atmo/low 186.80 184o93 183 • .3.3 18lo73 40o7.3 39o23 'J?o?"J 
Vac/low 188o93 187o53 186oO'J 185o00 J9o77 )8o80 37o50 
Atmo/high 217o70 215.57 213o97 2llo87 42o47 40.87 )9o67 










TEST Sk~LE NO. 6: Length = 1.375 inches; Inside Diameter = 2o75 inches 
Thermocouole Group Noo 
PRESSURE/TEMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Atmo/low 189.JO 187.47 186o2J 184o60 40o2J J8o25 'J7o87 
Vac/low 188o80 187nJJ 186.40 185o77 J7o60 J6o67 :J6o53 
Atmo/high 217o40 215o27 21Jo67 212.13 40o67 J8o75 J?o87 










TEST S».tPLE NO. 7: Length = 2.0625 inches; Inside Diameter = 2.75 inches 
Thermocouple Group No. 
PRESSURE/TEMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Atm./low 193.30 191.47 190.20 187.17 40.4J 37-33 J6.90 
Vac/low 193-77 192.20 191.33 189.47 J6.63 35.63 J5.40 
Atm./high 220.47 218.40 2l6.93 213.67 40.10 38.20 J7.47 










TEST SA}!PLE NO. 8: Length = 2.75 inches; Inside Diameter • 2.75 inch~s 
Thermocouule Grouo No. 
PRESSURE/TE!-1P 1 .., ~- 3 4 5 6 7 
Atm./low 192.30 190.73 189.53 187.90 38.05 37.07 36.60 
Vac/low 193.50 191.83 191.03 189.93 37.10 36.47 36.30 
Atm./high 218.13 216.13 214.7) 212.80 39.27 37.80 37.07 
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